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Abstract 
The paper shows a statistical Sanskrit-Hindi Translator and analyzes the errors being generated by the system. The System is 
being trained simultaneously on the platform - the Microsoft Translator Hub (MTHub) and is intended only for simple Sanskrit 
prose texts. The training set includes 24K parallel sentences and 25k monolingual data with recent BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation 
Understudy) scores of 41 and above.  The paper discusses the errors analysis of the system and suggests possible solutions. 
Further, it also focuses on the evaluation of MTHub system with BLEU metrics. For developing MT systems, the parallel 
Sanskrit-Hindi text corpora has been collected or developed manually from the literature, health, news and tourism domains. The 
paper also discusses issues and challenges in the development of translation systems for languages like Sanskrit.  
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility ofKES International. 
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we have discussed the errors of Sanskrit-Hindi Machine Translation (SaHiT) with statistical
approach. The system has been trained on two platforms: MTHub and Moses. But, in the paper, we will discuss to 
only errors of MTHub platform. The research paper goes through several stages such as description of the parallel 
and monolingual corpus, evaluation and error analysis of the system etc. Initially, our aim is to build a statistical 
Machine Translation (SMT) system for Sanskrit-Hindi language pair because till date, there is no SMT system for 
the language pair. First, we have created corpus that contains more than 24K bilingual sentences and 25K 
monolingual corpora. Before this research paper, authors had evaluated both the systems i.e. Moses and MTHub 
with parallel sentences of 10K and 15K of monolingual sentences which is discussed in a paper and reported the 
evaluation of MT scores  more than 39 (Pandey, 2016). The evaluation matrix used will be that of the well known 
BLEU and also using human intuitions on parameters of comprehensibility, grammaticality etc.    
Different languages will have different conventions for coding the information of grammatical relations. Panini in 
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his A   dhy y  has given special rules for mapping k rakas (case) to vibhaktis (case marker) and the use of 
particular vibhaktis in special cases. But these rules are not directly applicable to Hindi. Therefore leaving aside 
those places where vibhakti is the same in Sanskrit and Hindi and taking up those sentences where it diverges, we 
found that based on Panini’s rule the cases of divergences are of four types(Shukla,2014). 
1. Vibhaktis (cases) are optionally found in Sanskrit but not optionally in Hindi 
2. Sanskrit has certain exceptional rules but Hindi does not need them. 
3. Sanskrit and Hindi use different nominal cases. 
4. Divergences at the level of non-karaka nominal suffixes 
     The author has tried that almost every aspect of Sanskrit sentences must be translated from different domains. 
After the training phase, those sentences will be collected in which machine is not trained yet. And like this, almost 
35,000 sentences will be used to train the model to make it reasonably accurate for simple Sanskrit prose texts. 
After developing the SMT system, we have examined the frequent errors and have tried to fix those. 
 
1.1 MTHub 
Microsoft has developed the Bing translation system. The platform which is used for the development of SMT is 
Machine Translation Hub popularly known as MTHub.  
MTHub provides the power of Microsoft Translator to build a Translation System for translating between two 
languages, using your preferred terminology and style. The diagram below gives a quick glance at the steps to get 
started. One can easily understand the steps of developing SMT by using MTHub in following architecture chart1. 
 
 
Figure 1: System module of MTHub2 
2. Review of Literature 
There are many MT systems available at the time by using different types of translation for Indian languages. 
Anusaaraka is English – Hindi language accessing MT system with insights from Panini's A   dhy y  (Grammar 
rules). Anusaaraka is a machine translation tool being developed by the Chinmaya International Foundation (CIF), 
International Institute of Information Technology, Hyderabad (IIIT-H) and University of Hyderabad (Department of 
Sanskrit Studies)3.  
ANGLABHARTI is a multilingual machine aided translation project on translation from English to Indian languages, 
 
 
1 https://hub.microsofttranslator.com/Help/Index  
2 https://hub.microsofttranslator.com/Help/Index  
3 http://anusaaraka.iiit.ac.in/drupal/node/2  
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primarily Hindi, which is based on a pattern directed approach. ANUBHARATI is a recently started MT system 
aimed at translating from Hindi to English. ANUBHARATI is also based on machine aided translation in which a 
variation of the example-based approach, called a template or hybrid HEBM, is used. There are some translation 
system also available for the language pair Sanskrit and Hindi. But, there is no machine translation system available 
which is developed by using Statistical type of MT. This is the first full fledge SMT for the Sanskrit-Hindi language 
pair.  
Some researchers have discussed on evaluation of MT systems for the Indian languages. In the following papers 
they have also discussed error analysis part, like Evaluation of Hindi-English MT Systems” (Ojha2014), 
(Amanthakrishnan, 2007), (Jha, 2012), evaluated MT system of Hindi-English-Hindi.  
3. Description of Statistical SaHiT 
We are developing SMT system by using MTHub platform. The description and steps of developing the system is as 
given below- 
 
3.1 MTHub 
To develop SMT by using MTHub, first of all one has to open an account on MTHub platform. Several steps has 
been followed as given below- 
x Corpus Building- First, we have collected sentences from various domains as described in abstract. 
x Training Setup- After collections of corpus, we have given sentences to MTHub. After uploading the 
parallel and monolingual corpus one have to click on start training button provided on screen. Training will 
take time depends on the size of corpus. Once training is done, BLEU score will be come. After this, One 
can click on deploy system. It will take some times to get deployed. 
x Evaluation and Testing of System- Once system is deployed one can evaluate and test system. There will 
be two boxes one of the input sentences and other is for output.  
x Review and Corrections- If output given by system is not correct then developer can review it and can 
submit edited form of translation. It depends on owner whether he wants to accept the correction or not.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: MTHub SMT system 
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Figure 2 shows the translator page of MTHub. It provides facility that a user can review the sentence and can submit 
the edited version. 
4. Error Analysis of MTHub 
 
Figure3: Error Report of MTHub System (On the 100% scale) 
 
This experiment is based on 1,000 parallel sentences from the general domain. Before starting the linguistic and 
error analysis, we have evaluated the system manually and we observed 70-73% errors. The statistics of error are as 
given in above graph. 
 
Figure4: Overall accuracy of MTHub 
 
Overall accuracy of MTHub has been given in figure 4 on the percentage scale. Overall the system accuracy 
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according to human evaluation is 27 %. However, automatic evaluation, which is based on BLEU metric, is approx 
41. During the error analysis, we found many issues such as verb, compound, sandhi words, complex sentences etc. 
But, in this section, we have discussed only most of frequents errors like- issues in verb, simple vs. complex 
sentences, anusvara and visarga, k raka (case) related problems etc. 
4.1 Errors in Compound and Sandhi words 
Sometimes output differs depends on simple and complex sentences. If input sentences will sandhi free and 
compound free then accuracy is very good, but when there is sandhi and compound words are presents in input 
sentences, then the output accuracy becomes low. 
(a) Sandhi 
Uth_kUoWt ’WteWa 62ÖNmNz^oNz  Zk_ lU ldKn4am htÁPmDt ÈP’ 6lS ÿlSķkW2 ŀlĶldDakHFtË^3 ldl\ÆWxYD_RklW ldl\ÆWxĥtÔ^lWl]°2 
 lWl]ªSklW                                                                                                                                                        (With Sandhi IS) 
WteWa 62ÖNmNz^oN Zv_ lU Uth_kUoWt ldKn4am h§PmDu ÈP, ?gk Uth_kUoW 8Uz ldl\ÆWxĥtÔ^lWl]°2 Su^ k_ lD> F> h§      (MTHubO) 
Uth_kUoWt ’WteWa 62ÖNmNz^oNz  Zk_ lU ldKn4am htÁPmDt ÈP’ 6lS ÿlSķkW2 ŀlĶ-ldDakHFtË^3 ldl\ÆW-8YD_RklW ldl\ÆW-8ĥtÔ^ lWl]°2  
lWl]ªSklW                                                                                                                                                  (After Sandhi splitting IS) 
WteWa 62ÖNmNz^oN Zv_ lU Uth_kUoWt ldKn4am h§PmDu ÈP, ?gk Uth_kUoW WK_-ldDakHFtË^3 ldl\ÆW-ghk^D 8YD_R ldl\ÆW-8ĥtÔ^ lWl]°2 
Su^ k_ lD> F> h§          (MTHubO) 
WteWa 62ÖNmNz^oN Zv_ lU ldKn4am h§PmDu ÈP, Uth_kUoW Wt ŀlÕ N ldDak2FŌ Dt  la> S]k] ghk^D 8YD_R ldl\ÆW 8Uz UtÔ ^ Ō Dt  la>  
Su^ k_ lD> h§                                                                                                                                                              (HO) 
(b) Compound Sentence 
4Ö]u ÖToaYnŁfk^ ĵtSdľklR _ĉxÂYaklW WmaKÌ[oZaklW I _xIÆSt     (IS) 
6g ÖToaYnŁfk^ ĵtSdľklR _ĉxÂYaklW WmaKÌ[oZaklW C_ 4¸Jt aFSt h§    (MTHubO) 
6g ]xNt 5U]m Dx gZt U DYt, aka D]a C_ Wmat Kk]nW 4¸Jt aFSt h§     (HO) 
 
 
4.2 Issues in Verb Translation 
FK3 ]pF]z, ]pF3 dkW_]z, 6Â t^d2 ø]tR 4ÆSt eeD2  gd¥ YpĶzdÆS3     (IS4) 
hkTm Wt lh_R gt, lh_R Wt [ÆU_ gt, 6gm ÿDk_ ø] gt 4ÆS ]¤ g\m YpĶzdÆS3 hu    (MTHubO) 
hkTm Wt lh_R gt, lh_R Wt [ÆU_ gt, 6gm ø] gt 4ÆS ]¤ g\m Wt E_Fxe gt Yo1Jk   (HO) 
Verb problem is major problem occurs during MTHub.   
 
4.3 Simple vs Complex Sentences 
If the input given to the system is simple sentence, then the efficiency of the system becomes high but if input 
sentences are complex in nature and too much long then it becomes tough for machine to translate it and efficiency 
becomes very low.  
x Complex Sentences 
>SUz GpSFlÆV ekD]k]^m DlĲÐatQn , gnFlÆV2 g2^kd]hÆSn g]kÖdlUÕ t^                (IS) 
^h GpSFlÆV ekD]k]^m DlĲÐatQn , gnFlÆV2 g2^kd]hÆSn g]kÖdlUÕ t^ hu      (MTHubO)
6g D] Gm dkSt ekD Dx Dx7 [m]k_ IkNt, ]§ Sx [l^k FÆV dkak han5 Ek92 Fk    (HO)
x Simple Sentences 
ĵ3 ^Uk ]] l]ý]z 5FÆSk SUk 4h2 \pe2 ]xlUSkht       (IS) 
Da K[ ]t_k l]ý 5 t^Fk, S[ ]§ [hòS ÿgÆW hx91 Fk        (MTHubO) 
 
 
4 IS=Input Sentence, HO=Human Output, MTHubO= MTHub output 
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Da K[ ]t_k l]ý 5 t^Fk , S[ ]§ [hòS ÿgÆW hx91 Fk      (HO) 
 
4.4 Error in Anusv ra and visarga words 
There is confusion between colon and visarga. So, many times input sentences with visarga threw as it is in output 
because it understands that input as non-tokenized word. Sometimes anusv ra is also creates problems. System is 
not able to eradicate the anusv ra in output sentence. It often happens with MTHub.  
Skd³^k3 VtWx3 ±m_]z 4Smd ]Vn_2  ÿFkQ2 I d°ªSt             (IS) 
Skd³^k3 Fk^ Dk UoV [hòS ]mOk ÿFkQ2 C_ hx _hk hu        (MTHubO) 
SnÌhk_m Fk^ Dk UoV [hòS ]Vn_ C_ ÿFkQ hu       (HO)
4.5 Over Generation vs Less Generation 
Over Generated output 
ÿÖTkWxīS2 dg^kW]z 5_xhÆSé Ó^kDn ak]z >Dk2 n^dlS2 DÁPDS_3 DDª eÖd_t R 4Yp¸ JSz- "lD2  lýDN3 FphmS3? (IS) 
[g^kW Y_ dg^kW]z 5_xhÆSé hò 7 n^dSm Dx DÁP³N_ Wt DDª e Öd_ ]¤ >D gt YoJk-"³^k lNDN la^k? (MTHubO) 
KkWt Dt  la> 8īS [g^kW Y_ IQSm hò 7 n^dSm Dx DÁP³N_ Wt DDª e Öd_ ]¤ YoJk-"³^k lNDN la^k? (HO) 
 
x Less Generated Output 
]hkÂ]k 5®]ÖTdp±S3 >D2  Za2 ýxNl^Âdk StW S2 _kKkW2 gÂDp SdkWz    (IS) 
]hkÂ]k Wt dp± gt >D Za SxD_ 8ggt 8g _kKk Dk gÂDk_ lD^k              (MTHubO) 
]hkÂ]k Wt 5®] ]¤ lÖTS dp± gt >D Za SxD_ 8ggt 8g _kKk Dk gÂDk_ lD^k    (HO) 
Sometimes system gives output with over generated sentence and sometimes it gives output as less generated 
sentences.  Over generation occurs often in MTHub. 
4.6 K raka (case) related issues 
K raka level issue frequently occurs during evaluation. For example : 
SSz VW2 FphmÂdk lWFªStfn UÖ n^fn Ó^dgk^m ]tfYka2 ÖdDì^k2 VWYxĘlaDk2 lW3gk ª^ 4dxISz- "[ÆVx!   (IS) 
4S3 Ó^Tª ]¤ VW Dx atD_ lWFªStfn UÖ n^fn ]tfYka2 Ó^kYk_m Wt 4YWm VWYxĘlaDk2 lWDkaD_ gt Dhk-"[ÆVn!  (MTHubO) 
8g VW Dx atD_ PDu SŌ Dt  6Da KkWt Y_ Ó^kYk_m Wt ]tfYkaD gt 4YWt VW Dì YxNam lWDkaD_ Dhk- "l]ý!  (HO) 
In the above analysis, when we give sentences as it is to system, then output comes with more errors like as above 
shown. But, if we normalize the input sentence, then output shows better results comparatively without pre-
processing. As we have shown in Sandhi section.  
Conclusion 
The research paper focuses on the statistical method of Sanskrit-Hindi MT. It is the first fully fledged SMT system 
for the above mentioned language pair. The BLEU score of the systems after two phase of training are as given 
below-  
MTHub- Phase 1: BLEU score 39.17 (With 10,000 sentences including long, complex and compound sentences) 
Phase 2: BLEU score 41.17 (with 24,000 bilingual sentences and 25,000 monolingual sentences). 
There are many issues occurs during the research. There are many reasons behind this and also a lot of possible 
solutions are also available at the time. 
First and foremost, the data of the corpus is small in size. For the statistical MT, a large number of sentences are 
required. As far now, corpora is small, so efficiency of the system is not very high. Corpus should enrich with the 
different type of domain’s sentences. Noun, verb, structure based sentences should be pointed out. When SMT will 
get large number of data and from various aspects of Sanskrit language, then efficiency of the system becomes very 
high. For achieving better result, we will apply pre-processing method to the input sentences because it has already 
discussed in error analysis section. 
There are some limitations of the system. The system takes input only in Devnagari Unicode Script and gives output 
in same. Sometimes system does not response to long and compound sentences. One can translate Sanskrit sentence 
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by giving direct input in box. One can also upload Unicode file on system and can download translated file as output. 
System will be accessible only on web platform at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/index.jsp and Microsoft Bing translator’s 
website. The system will also be available online on Microsoft Translator after completion of the research. 
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